Tableaux d'une Exposition

de M. Moussorgsky

Orchestration de
Maurice RAVEL

Promenade

Allegro guisto, nel modo russico; senza allegrezza, ma poco sostenuto.
MUSIC FOR PRAGUE 1968
for Concert Band

KAREL HUSA

1st B♭ Trumpet/Cornet (div.)

I. Introduction and Fanfare

Adagio

Solo — Harmon mute, stem out

Solo — Harmon mute, stem in

Tutti open Allegro

ff brassy

top divisi

E nat.

ff ma cantando

to Harmon, stem in
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Play on Bb trumpet if you do not have access to a fluegelhorn

1st & 2nd Fluegelhorns

DMITRI KABALEVSKY
Transcribed by Donald Hunsberger

Allegro

Fast. One beat per bar. half note = 116-120